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Preliminary Vocabulary – Jobs 

 

 
Complete each sentence with the correct word from the box. 

 

 
 

astronaut         caretaker         cashier         chef         diver    driving instructor 

engineer         estate         agent         farmer       lawyer         lifeguard     model  

pilot        speech therapist        surgeon 
 

The group of people I was friendly with at college have all got very different jobs.  

1.  Elana is very beautiful and slim. You've probably seen her wearing expensive clothes on the covers of magazines. 

She's a __________ . 

2.  Naomi is a  __________ . She helps people who have problems speaking. Sometimes they've had an accident or an 

illness, and sometimes they were born with the problem. 

3.  ]oe's a  __________. He's got a lot of fruit trees and he also keeps sheep and cows.  

4.  Steve is a  __________in a bank. He loves counting money! 

5. Tony looks after a big block of flats. He says being a   __________is great because he gets his own free flat with the 

job. 

6.  Sandra is always in her car. She's a  __________Everyone she teaches passes their test first time. 

7.  Rose is a  __________. At the moment she flies a small plane from London to Paris three times a week. 

8.  Bob has the most unusual job. He's an __________. His ambition is to set up a new space station. 

9.  Tom is an   __________ . He helps people to buy and sell houses and flats. 

10. Katie is a __________  in a big hotel. I've never eaten there but people say the food is amazing. 

11.  Alex repairs oil rigs underwater. He is a deep-sea   __________ 

12.  Karen is a  __________ . She used to spend a lot of time in court but now she helps people sort out property and 

money when they get divorced. 

13.  Glenn is an__________  with a big telephone company. When  people have problems with their phones, they call 

him. 

14.  I had to have an operation on my knee last year. My friend Luisa is a   __________at the Fleming Hospital and she 

did it. 

15.  Ben loves the sea. He owns a surfing shop and  he also works as a   __________on a big beach in Cornwall. Last 

summer he saved a little boy from drowning. 
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ANSWERS 

1.  Model 

2. Speech therapist 

3. Farmer 

4. Cashier 

5. Caretaker 

6. Driving instructor 

7. Pilot 

8. Astronaut 

9. Estate agent 

10. Chef 

11. Diver 

12. Lawyer 

13. Engineer 

14. Surgeon 

15. Lifeguards 
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